
ROCK STAR
S Y S T E M  U P G R A D E

GREAT OFFERS FROM HARMONIC HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING

$270 $250$160

Nu-Calgon
EZ – Seal

installed installedinstalled

Savings of $30
Prevents and repairs

system leaks

Savings of $30
Best when both

replaced together

Savings of $30
Improves performance,

saves energy,
extends life, and 

quiets noisy systems

Nu-Calgon
A/C Re-New

SAVE UP TO AN ADDITIONAL 10% 
WITH ONE OF OUR 

ROCK STAR MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

"AT HARMONIC, YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A ROCK STAR TO BE TREATED LIKE ONE"

ROCKSTAR PROGRAMS
START AT ONLY
$15 - $44 / Month

www.harmonicHVAC.com | 630.999.9008 | info@harmonichvac.com

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING

SERVICE

NEW!

Mars Capacitor
& Contactor

A/C TUNE UP PRODUCTS

BUNDLE ALL 3

SAVE
$110
ONLY $660

-OR-
$110 / Month
for 6 Months



$190
BUNDLE ALL 3 “A/C TUNE-UP” PRODUCTS & SAVE $110

(Reg $770) Pay only $660 (for all 3) or $110 p/month x 6 months
(5-yr Parts Warranty & 1-yr Labor Warranty)

Nu-Calgon EZ Seal @ $160 Installed (SAVE $30)

SMART answer to an old system.  Designed to prevent and repair leaks anywhere in the system, including condensers, 
evaporators, copper lines, and soldered joints. It is injected into the system, traveling with the refrigerant, searching 
for leaks. The fact that A/C EasySeal travels with the refrigerant is very important to its ability to find leaks faster. It 
will react with moisture or air that is naturally present at a leak, forming a permanent seal. In most cases, one can 
of product will seal systems that have lost all of its refrigerant in as little as seven days and is designed for large 
systems up to 5 tons. 

For systems 1.5 tons, use A/C EasySeal-SS. For commercial systems with refrigerant charge of 125 lbs. – 250 lbs, 
use A/C EasySeal-XL.

Mars Capacitor & Contactor @ $270 Installed (SAVE $30)

HEALTHY answer to keep your system working.  Capacitors store energy. They either send a jolt to start a motor or 
send jolts to keep a motor running. They work with the compressor, the blower motor, and the outside fan in your air 
conditioner. The heat of the summer sun, added to the hot hard-working motors normally generate, can be tough on 
our air conditioners, because hot electrical components break down more easily. So, it's not surprising that a part 
like this might fail on a hot day when you need it the most.

Capacitors and Contacts are suggested to be replaced together (at the same time) because they both deteriorate 
over time, and often need replacement near the same time.  A bad Capacitor or Contact will lead to other components 
not working properly and eventual shut down of your entire system.  (Normally on days that you need it the most.)  
We suggest replacing when needed to eliminate an emergency call at a later date.

Nu-Calgon A/C Re-New @ $250 Installed (SAVE $30)

EFFICIENT answer to re-new your system.  A/C Re-New, formerly Zerol® Ice, has been used successfully for many 
years to improve the performance of air conditioning and refrigeration systems. A/C Re-New provides significant 
saving in energy use. It also quiets noisy systems and extends the life of the system. It is a lubricant that blends with 
the system’s oil, lasting for the life of the equipment, or until the oil is changed.

A/C Re-New can be used in air conditioning as well as refrigeration applications. It is formulated for use with R-22, 
R-410A as well as other refrigerants. The 4 oz. package can be used to treat systems up to 5 tons. For large commercial 
systems, such as packaged units or larger refrigeration systems, multiple bottles should be used. Additionally, the 
product is available in 32 oz. quarts. Install with the A/C Re-New Injector tool.

Due to the unpredictable nature of A/C leaks, there is no warranty expressed or implied with these products.
 


